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Enhance and Evolve the Traditional Law Office.

Program a Space that Works for You.

Realm demountable walls can be configured to adapt to 
an existing office space or customize a new one. Slim and 
minimalist, the system maximizes square footage and 
creates an openness that makes any layout feel larger. 

Private offices, conference rooms and communal areas 
can be programmed, even where they didn’t previously 
exist. Realm accommodates electrical wiring to meet 
technology and security demands. And the system not 
only depreciates over 7.5 years (vs. 39 for drywall), it 
may qualify for 100% first-year tax depreciation benefits.

Create private conference 
rooms with physical and 
acoustic separation.

Professional services firms are re-imagining their spaces. 
Private offices are giving way to more collaborative 
areas and flexible workspaces. More employees are 
working remotely, shifting real estate and occupancy 
needs. And the onsite experience is having a greater 
impact on talent (and client) acquisition and retention. 

Even as law offices evolve, some requirements remain, 
such as assuring privacy for client confidentiality. And 
there are challenges, like how to make a big brand 
statement in a smaller physical space or signify earned 
status in ways other than the traditional corner office. 

The Realm framed system can help transform the 
traditional law office environment, while supporting 
fundamental business needs.

Corporate and Business Services:  
Legal
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Design for Acoustic Privacy.

Realm’s single- and double-glazed systems provide 
enhanced soundproofing. The single-glazed 
system with 1/2” clear tempered glass has a Sound 
Transmission Class (STC) rating of 35. The double-
glazed system with 1/2” over 3/8” clear tempered glass 
has an STC rating of 45. And to meet different acoustic 
requirements throughout a space, Realm can be 
customized with both single- and double-glazed glass.

Sliding doors seal securely into the Realm system 
frame (a competitive advantage) to support sound 
attenuation. Associates can confidently conduct  
in-person and virtual consultations, and colleagues  
are assured fewer distractions.

Maximize compressed real 
estate while preserving an 
open aesthetic. 

Holoform Insight: Cultural Transformation 

An organization’s culture and values should be reflected 
in the workplace design. Providing an inspiring space that 
supports the type of work, evolving work styles, and the 
company’s tenets, is essential to attracting and retaining 
employees. 

Realm helps enhance and express an organization’s 
philosophies. With single- and double-glazed profiles, 
hardware and door options, anodic and painted finishes, 
and various glass treatments, Realm can deliver on 
branding requirements. And it can be customized 
to create thoughtful spaces, from floating offices to 
enclaves, to meet associates’ needs.
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Create an Engaging Environment.

Realm conveys a clean, inviting aesthetic. To clients, it makes a confident, progressive statement. To employees, it 
evokes community and reduces barriers between people and ideas. 

Access to natural light and outdoor views enhances associate productivity, supports wellness, and creates a more 
pleasurable workplace, while supporting energy savings. The use of low-emitting materials improves interior air 
quality. And Realm is 100% reusable for less construction waste and less environmental impact.

Welcome clients and recruits with a 
contemporary brand statement. 

Enable visual persistence for 
connectivity and communication.
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Key Realm System Characteristics

 � The only sole-sourced framed demountable wall system made entirely in the USA
 � Slim profile, minimalist design, and clean European aesthetic 
 � STC-tested, improved soundproofing around doors, which seal securely into frame
 � LEED credits in Energy & Atmosphere, Indoor Environmental Quality (IEQ), and Materials & Resources
 � EPD and HPD Certifications for glass and wood
 � The only interior demountable wall to win an international Red Dot Award and prestigious Good Design Award

Realm Product Highlights

1 Single-Glazed System
 � Assures consistent sightlines between single- and double-glazed applications
 � 35 STC rating for 1/2” clear tempered glass system
 � Accepts integration of HoloScript™ glass writable surfaces

2 Double-Glazed System  
 � Offers industry-leading acoustic excellence for enhanced privacy  
 � 45 STC rating for 1/2” over 3/8” clear tempered glass system
 � Accepts integration of HoloScript™ glass writable surfaces

3 Frameless Glass Swing/Sliding Doors
 � Frameless glass increases transparency and open, minimalist aesthetic
 � Soft open-close on sliding doors 
 � Privacy graphics, distraction strips or muntins can be applied to match  

glass wall treatments

4 Framed Glass Swing/Sliding Doors
 � Full-vision entrance supports functionality and security
 � Lightweight door provides durability for high traffic
 � Choice of wide or narrow stiles 
 � Soft open-close on sliding doors 
 � Privacy graphics, distraction strips or muntins can be applied to match  

glass wall treatments

5 Solid Core Wood Doors 
 � Door density assures improved acoustic performance 
 � Soft open-close on sliding doors 
 � 7 wood types with 12 stain options; paint grade available 
 � Sliding/swing options
 � FSC Certification and SCS Global Services Gold Certification

6 Hardware  
 � Pull handles, ladder pulls, lever locks, lever latches, and various  

accessories available
 � Locking and non-locking ladder pulls available in range of sizes
 � Locking door levers (ADA compliant) offer high-strength lever for secure access 
 � Surface-mounted cam-action closer available on swing doors
 � Magnetic catches available on thick aluminum and wood doors
 � Available in range of Realm system finishes to match frame 

7 Glass Feature Wall & Graphic Treatments
 � Opaque, false-etch, and direct-to-glass imaging graphics support  

branding opportunities
 � Allows for regular cleaning without graphic deterioration 
 � Double-glazed systems support depth and transparency variations 
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